Abstract. Generalized Jacobi polynomials are orthogonal polynomials related to a weight function which is smooth and positive on the whole interval of orthogonality up to a finite number of points, where algebraic singularities occur. The influence of these singular points on the asymptotic behaviour of the recurrence coefficients is investigated.
1.Weight singularities and recurrence coefficients.
The orthonormal polynomials p n (x) = γ n x n + · · · related to the weight w satisfy the three-terms recurrence relation a n+1 p n+1 (x) = (x − b n )p n (x) − a n p n−1 (x),
with a 0 p −1 (x) ≡ 0. Let w(x) > 0 hold almost everywhere on the support [−1, 1] , then one knows (since 1977) that the recurrence coefficients have limits a n → 1/2 and b n → 0 when n → ∞ (see for instance the survey in [Nev2] ).
Features of w can somehow be "read" in the sequence of the recurrence coefficients. This goes back to Stieltjes and is current practice in solid-state physics [LaG] . See [Ap] for the case of endpoints singularities. J.P. Gaspard once showed me a paper by C.Hodges [Ho] describing the influence of a mild interior singularity of the form
with x 0 ∈ (−1, 1), 0 < w(x) < ∞ on (−1, 1) and γ > 0 (Van Hove singularity [Ho,Mart] ) as a n − 1/2 ∼ ξn −γ−1 cos(2nθ 0 − η), b n ∼ 2ξn −γ−1 cos((2n + 1)θ 0 − η), n → ∞ with x 0 = cos θ 0 . I gave a lengthy proof of this in [Mag1] , showing how ξ and η are related through Toeplitz determinants to the Szegő function of w(cosθ) sin θ (the analytic function D(z) in |z| < 1, with D(0) > 0, without zero in |z| < 1, and such that the boundary values satisfy |D(e iθ )| 2 = w(cos θ) sin θ) by Hodges argument is based on the continued fraction expansion of f (z) = (z − t) −1 p n (t)w(t)dt when z / ∈ [ −1, 1] . Remark that f (z) = √ µ 0 q 0 (z). From (1), a n+1 q n+1 (z) = (z − b n )q n (z) − a n q n−1 (z) − √ µ 0 δ n,0 , (with a 0 q −1 (z) ≡ 0), which can be written as q n+1 (z)−2zq n (z)+q n−1 (z) = q n+1 (z)−ρ(z) −1 q n (z)−ρ(z)[q n (z)−ρ(z) −1 q n−1 (z)] = ε n (z), n = 0, 1, . . .
, and where 1] and when N → ∞, ρ(z) −N and q N (z) → 0, so
From the known asymptotic behaviour
, we have a first approximate expansion of (2π)
as a series of negative powers of ρ(z):
Under sufficiently strong conditions , this remains valid when z = x+iε, ε → 0, ε > 0, −1 ≤ x = cos(θ) ≤ 1, ρ(z) → e iθ (with 0 ≤ θ ≤ π), so that 2a n − 1 and b n behave like the Fourier coefficients of order 2n and 2n + 1 of a function whose singularities on 0 < θ < π are related to the singularities of w(cos θ) sin θ. Singularities of type |θ − θ 0 | γ correspond indeed to n −1−γ cos(nθ 0 + const.) behaviour in the n th Fourier coefficient.
This analysis is no more valid for stronger singularity w(x 0 ) = 0 or ∞ because the approximations done near x 0 are no more valid, subtle important effects take place in neighbourhoods of length about 1/n of the singular points, see the famous [NevIII] .
It is therefore not useless to have a close look at the simplest orthogonal polynomials related to weights with interior singularities. Special singular positions have been worked (in sieved polynomials theory etc.), but here is something related to an arbitrary position:
2.Freud's equations for the simplest generalized Jacobi polynomials.
with −1 < x 0 < 1, A and B > 0, α, β and γ > −1.
The case A = B, α = β, x 0 = 0 has the simple solution deduced from Jacobi polynomials a
n )/2. When n → ∞, this case shows the asymptotic behaviour
The O(1/n) term is definitely related to the |x| γ behaviour of the weight near 0, as shown by P. Nevai (Theorem 4 of Section 7 of [Nev] ): if w is even on [−1, 1] , with w(x)|x| −γ positive and continuously derivable on (−1, 1), then a n = 1/2 − γ(−1) n /(4n) + o(1/n) when n → ∞. We now try to investigate the recurrence coefficients a n , b n when the weight is (3). This weight is a semi-classical weight, as w ′ /w is the same rational function almost everywhere on the support [−1, 1] of w.
Semi-classical orthogonal polynomials have a rich differential structure, according to a theory going as far as Laguerre [BeR, GaN, Lag, Mag2, Mag3, Sho] . Freud [Fr] showed how to deduce recurrence coefficients asymptotics from special identities. For a general semi-classical weight satisfying w ′ (x)/w(x) = 2V (x)/W (x) with W (x)w(x) → 0 when x tends to any endpoint of the support S of w (Shohat's conditions [Sho] ), we find these identities (Freud's equations) by expanding
for k = 0, 1, remarking that any integral S P (x)w(x)p n (x)p n−k (x)dx where P is a polynomial, is an expression involving a n , b n , a n±1 , b n±1 , etc. according to k and the degree of P , and using p ′ n = np n−1 /a n + (b 0 + · · · + b n−1 − nb n−1 )p n−2 /(a n−1 a n ) + · · · (see [BeR] ).
Reduction to even measure: one considers the orthonormal polynomials {p n } with respect to the even weightw
Then,p 2n (x) = p n (2x 2 − 1), and one recovers the recurrence relation for the p n 's by contracting the recurrence relation for thep n 's:
so: a n = 2ã 2n−1ã2n ,
This allows to work with the single sequence {ã n } instead of the two sequences {a n }, {b n }.
Here,w
wherex 0 is the positive root of 2x
0 . The equations for theã n 's now follow from Freud's method for even weights, expanding
n (x)p n−1 (x)dx = odd (n)/ã n , etc., and
(ã 0 = 0). We see how anyã n can be computed from the value ofã 1 , which is the degree of freedom reflecting that the same equations (5) hold for any choice ofÃ andB in the weightw. Actuallyã 1 is linked to the ratioÃ/B bỹ
Numerical experiments show thatã 2 ,ã 3 ,. . . can be computed in a stable way fromã 1 simply by considering (5) as an equation forã n+1 whenã 1 , . . . ,ã n are known:
with N = n + α + β + γ + 2, n = 1, 2, . . ..
3.Asymptotic estimates.
Some people call these tricks "special refinements"; others call them "kludges".
D.E. Knuth
Putting an almost constantã + y n . We know from Szegő's theory ( [Sz] chap. 12) that
2 kã 2 k−1 ) = 3n 16 + η + u n with z n and u n → 0 (See also [Nev2] p.91). So,
We compute now ξ and η: from the Szegő theory, letφ n (z) =κ n z n +κ ′ n z n−2 +κ ′′ n z n−4 +· · · be the orthonormal polynomials on the unit circle with respect to
, withC(θ) =Ã on |θ| < θ 0 /2 and |θ − π| < θ 0 /2 andC(θ) =B elsewhere. The Szegő functionD(z) whose boundary values must be |D(e iθ )| = w(cos θ)| sin θ| is found by inspection to bẽ (2π) and λ = (2π) −1 log(B/Ã). We find the limit values ofκ 
. The equation for the y n 's reduces to
where z n = − ∞ n y k and u n = −y n−1 /2 − ∞ n (3y k /2 + y 2 k + 2y k y k−1 ). The form (9) should give hints on the behaviour of y n when n → ∞. No proof will be attempted here, only reasonable asymptotic matching and numerical checks. Use of Painlevé-like differential equations in θ 0 is another method of investigation which could be used in the future (see [Mag3] ). The right-hand side is small, even with respect to the y's, so y n+1 − 2x 0 y n + y n−1 is small, and this suggests a exp(±inθ 0 ) behaviour somewhere. However, I still don't have a tight proof that y n , z n and u n are O(1/n). Assuming y n = K 1 (−1) n /n + K 2 e inθ 0 /n ζ 2 + K 3 e −inθ 0 /n ζ 3 , matching the two sides gives K 1 = −β/2 − 1/4, ζ 2,3 = 1 ± 2iλ. Numerical checks have been performed on the form
where K and ϕ are unknown functions of α, β, γ, λ and x 0 . Given α, β, γ and x 0 , the algorithm first performs (7) with several trial starting valuesã 2 1 and computes the corresponding λ from (8), allowing the determination of the coefficients in (6). It is then possible to run (7) for a requested value of λ, and to estimate K and ϕ in (10) from numerical values ofã 2 n for large n (up to the 10000-100000 range). Very satisfactory empirical formulas for K and ϕ appear to be K = (γ 2 /4 + λ 2 ) 1/2 sin(θ 0 /2) and ϕ = (α +1+γ/2)π −(α +β +γ +1/2)θ 0 +2λ log(2 sin θ 0 )−2 arg Γ(γ/2+iλ)−arg(γ/2+iλ). Whence, from (4): a n − 1/2 ∼ y 2n−1 + y 2n , b n ∼ 2(y 2n + y 2n+1 ), the Conjecture. The recurrence coefficients related to the simplest generalized Jacobi weight (3) satisfy
Here is a sample of the numerical check: K and ϕ are extracted from the form (10) on a sample ofã 2 n , with n going up to 500000. The values of K and λ (from (8)) are quite stable, but things are not so easy with ϕ (the "phase" column). Finally, the line "check" contains the computed values of K and ϕ, and a new check of λ through Turán determinant weight function reconstruction yieldingÃ andB. n,nmax,i,signg,recomp,period,npol double precision al,be,ga,y0,atn,atnp1,pi,aux,shalf,cth,sth, & at2,at2p1,at2m1,one,half, & th0, x, fn, cnt,snt,s1,s2,snp1,cnp1,xx,xy,yy,lam1,lam2 & ,aux1,at,bt,ba(4) half=one/2 pi=4*atan(one) print *,' period of display of coeff., number of abs., extr. abs.? ' read *,period,npol,xv1,xv2 c recurrence coefficients will be printed with step period, c polynomials and weight will be computed at xv1,...,xv2 npol=min(npol,500) 1 print *,' input alpha,beta,gamma,xtilde0,nmax (stop if nmax<=0)' read *,al,be,ga,y0,nmax if(nmax.le.0)stop print '(4f14.8,i8,f9.4)',al,be,ga,y0,nmax signg=1 if(ga.lt.0.0)signg=-1 shalf=sqrt(1-y0*y0) cth=2*y0*y0-1 sth=2*shalf*y0 th0=acos(cth) phi0=pi*(2*al+2+ga)/2 -(al+be+ga+half)*th0 lsth=log(2*sth) xv(1)=y0/2 xv(2)=(1+y0)/2 do 100 i=1,npol 100 xv(i+2)=xv1+(i-1)*(xv2-xv1)/(npol-0.999) itba=1 at2=y0*y0 at21(1)=at2 c 3 satisfactory trial values of atilde square(1) are needed to c establish the homographic relation atilde square(1)=c1+c2B/(A+c3B) 11 if(itba.eq.1)goto 12 if(itba.le.3)then if(at21(itba).le.0)at21(itba)=0.0001 if(at21(itba).ge.1)at21(itba)=0.9999 at21(itba)=0.99*at21(itba)+0.01*y0*y0 c to be tried until all the atilde square(n) are positive at2=at21(itba) else print *,' ? lambda ( stop if > 999)' read *, lam0 if(lam0.gt.999)goto 1 ba(4)=exp(2*pi*lam0) at2=c1+c2/(c3+1/ba(4)) at21(4)=at2 endif 12 cnt=cth snt=sth s1=0 s2=0 at2m1=0 oddn=1 if(itba.ge.4) &print *,' n atilde2(n) K phase lambda lambda' if(itba.ge.4)print '(i8,f14.10)',1,at2 atn=sqrt(at2) do 13 i=1,npol+2 polv(i,1)=1 13 polv(i,2)=xv(i)/atn c main engine for recurrence coefficients do 10 n=1,nmax aux=al*y0*y0+(n+be+1)*(y0*y0+1)+ga+( (y0*y0+1)/at2 -2 )*s1 & -(n*y0*y0)/(2*at2)+at2m1-s2/at2 -(be+half)*y0*y0*oddn/at2 at2p1=aux/(n+al+be+ga+2) -at2m1-at2 c updating the two sums s1=s1+at2 s2=s2+at2*( at2+2*at2m1 ) snp1=snt*cth+cnt*sth cnp1=cnt*cth-snt*sth c check asymptotic formula when needed to display if((n.lt.2).or.(at2p1.lt.0).or.(mod(n+1,period).eq.0).or. & (n.eq.nmax)) then aux=(n+1)*(at2p1-half/2)+(oddn-half)*(be+half) c aux should be about K cos( (n+1)theta0 -phi ) c with phi slowly varying with n aux1=n*(at2-half/2)-(oddn-half)*(be+half) c K cos(phi):
xx=(aux1*snp1-aux*snt)/sth c K sin(phi):
yy=(aux*cnt-aux1*cnp1)/sth c phi (between -pi and pi ) phi=atan2(yy,xx) c K xx=sqrt(xx*xx+yy*yy) c 2 ways to estimate lambda lam1=(-4*s1+n+1-al+be-ga*cth)/(2*sth) lam2=half*(-16*s2+3*(n+1)-5*al+3*be-1-ga*(2*cth*cth+4*cth-1))/ & (2*sth*(cth+2)) fn=n+1 c phi -2 lambda log n fn=phi-2*lam1*log(fn) fn=fn/(2*pi) ifn=fn fn=fn-ifn if(fn.lt.-half)fn=fn+1 if(fn.gt. half)fn=fn-1 phi=2*pi*fn c Theta n(x tilde 0): c thx0=4*s1+2*(n+al+be+ga)*at2+2*(n+2+al+be+ga)*at2p1 c & -2*(n+be+ga+1-ga*y0*y0) c thx0=thx0*y0 if(itba.ge.4) &print '(i8,f14.10,4f10.5)',n+1,at2p1,xx,phi,lam1,lam2 endif if(at2p1.le. (1)+c3) print '(''('',f15.6,'' A+'',f15.6,'' B)/(A+ '',f15.6,'' B)'')', & c1,c1*c3+c2,c3 print '('' a1 tilde square min,max= '',2f10.5)',c1,c1+c2/c3 endif if(itba.eq.2)at21 (2) 
